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Introduction to knowledge management pdf
Main content Introduction to the Organization of Knowledge The Cookbook Km: Stories and Strategies for Organizations Exploring Knowledge Knowledge Iso30401 Libraries that learn: The keys to manage organizational knowledge-â,¬ "Erissions E-book libraries that learn: The keys to manage organizational knowledge - print / libraries of the book
bundle learning: keys to manage organizational knowledge evaluate and measure the value, use and impact of digital collections is different digital?: How The creation of information, acquisition, conservation and discovery are transformed this introductory webinar, part of the APQC. Ã ¢ â,¬ "Series Essentials", outlines the basics of knowledge
management. APQC km Principal Research Lead Lead Foren Trees and Executive Director of Client Solutions Cindy Hubert Start Defining knowledge management and explaining why organizations pursue it. P Roseguose to describe common knowledge management approaches, roles and responsibilities associated with knowledge management and
key managers to start. Click here to see the slides from this webinar. In the economy based on today's knowledge, the ability to manage knowledge becomes more crucial in the minute. During 1950, almost the half of all workers in industrialized countries was doing or helping to do things. With the 190s, only a small percentage of all workers were
dedicated to industrial work. As the demand for knowledge of work increases, so it makes the complexity of the management of this knowledge. Knowledge is increasingly seen as a commodity or an intellectual resource, but there are some paradoxical characteristics of knowledge radically different from other precious raw materials. These
knowledge features include the following: the use of knowledge does not consume it. The transfer of knowledge does not appear to lose it. Knowledge is abundant, but the capacity to use it is poor. Much of the precious knowledge of an organization comes out of the door at the end of the day. We have unlimited knowledge for us with the advent of the
Internet, but we need a way to determine what is useful and what is not. A great organization is the one that learns, recalls and acts according to the best information, knowledge and processes available. Two key factors in competitiveness are the ability to create and spread knowledge. It is the owner of knowledge together with the ability to use this
knowledge to create or improve goods or services that defines a successful company. What is the management of knowledge? Simply put the management of knowledge is the capture process, distributing and using knowledge effectively. This definition has been mentioned by Tom Davenport in 1994. Another way to define knowledge management is
the process or processes used to manage and supervise all the knowledge that exist within a company. The concept of knowledge management has sprung up by the consulting sector around the Internet popularity. It was actually realized how powerful an intranet is an internal subset of the Internet, it can be. This offers the possibility of making
information available, so the right people can get the right information at the right time. Knowledge is available in three forms. Explicit: information in tangible form such as books, newspapers or articles. Implicit: information that does not originate in a tangible form, but can be transferred into a tangible form. An example of this would be a dictation
of a speech or experience. Tacit: information that are difficult to capture in a tangible form like the perception of someone from an experience or feeling after a event. The field of knowledge management is mainly based on explicit knowledge, also called formal or codified knowledge, tacit knowledge or intuitive knowledge. Implicit knowledge is the
practical application of explicit knowledge. They are the best practices and skills transferable from work to work and the best ways to perform a task with the results. Implicit knowledge eventually becomes becomes O tacitus or both. We want all employees create good habits, so it is important to have a well-kept knowledge management system.
Knowledge management theory of knowledge management is a continuous cycle of three processes. Knowledge of knowledge and knowledge of improving knowledge and knowledge of the added circulation and application The success of an organization depends on how to reinvent continuously. Employees should know how to access and store
knowledge within the organization. It is important to learn from the past as it is to improve performance in the future. A feedback system is important, so that you know if the right people receive the right information. This allows the basis of knowledge to be continuously improved while eventually allowing an organization to continue to succeed.
Examples of knowledge management in organizations Knowledge management is available in many various forms, and all kinds can learn from each other. Geisinger Medical Group has lowered its surgery costs of $ 2,000 for surgery by creating control lists for their doctors to use during operations. Most of the organizations require more than simple
control lists, so here are some robust knowledge management systems below. Cross-formation programs. Training programs that allow employees to get business knowledge by looking at others work as shadow or mentoring. For example, Toyota Shadow employees have experienced employees for several months. Content management systems
(CMS). Content management systems such as SharePoint and BloomFire â €
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